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Introduction 
Inthis paper we give a partial solution to the classical problem of finding all 
algebraic integrals of a system of differential equations: 
Yi--J~(Yl, .'.,Yn) (i- 1, ...,n). 
where thej~ are rational functions ofyl, ...,yn with constant coefficients. By restric- 
ting our attention to problems where the j~(y) are sums of monomials in y~, ...,y~ 
with constant coefficients, we obtain an algorithm for finding all integrals which are 
finite sums of monomials with constant coefficients. This is accomplished by writing 
the monomial n 1-[iffi I Y~/~ as ya, where B = (bl, ..., bn). This allows us to write our 
system in the form: 
or in vector form: 
Hi= (hjl,..., hjn), 
.P=y CjY ~ . 
j= 
With each monomial Y~ appearing in the system we associate the two vectors Cj, 
and l-lj (j= 1,...,r). The derivative of any monomial yX is given by (yX).= 
yX ~,~--1 (X, Cj) Y~, where (X, Cj)= n x i=1 i cU. This simple expression for the 
derivative of a monomial yields a set of linear conditions for the existence of in- 
tegrals of the form ~ q--i di Y~. The problem of finding such an integral is reduc- 
ed to the task of constructing a p x q array A of vectors, from the exponent vectors 
Hj ( j  = 1, ..., r), satisfying certain normality conditions between the exponent vec- 
tors ~ and the coefficient vectors Cj. The task is accomplished by a finite number 
of linear operations. Given a p by q array A which satisfies these conditions one con- 
structs an integral that is a linear combination of q monomials by solving a system 
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of linear equations (Theorem 2). Conversely, given an integral that is a linear com- 
bination of q monomials, then there exists ap  by q array A satisfying the given con- 
ditions, provided there are no algebraic relations among the variables Yl, ...,Yn- 
Thus in the central force problem, two of its integrals, the energy integral and the 
angular momentum integral can be obtained by our method, but not the remaining 
integrals, since we have the relation xZ+y z= r e. 
We note that any rational system can be converted to a multinomial system by 
introducing relations among the variables, but then not all the integrals of the 
system can be obtained by this method. 
In addition we offer several examples of classes of multinomiai systems which 
satisfy simple conditions, that possess integrals (Examples 1,5,6,7,8). Example 8 is 
of particular interest, since it provides a simple condition for a Hamiltonian system, 
whose Hamiltonian is a sum of monomials with constant coefficients, to have in- 
tegrals in addition to the Hamiltonian. 
1. Multinomial systems 
Let K be a field of constants and let M= n _- Hiffi I yhi, hi ¢ K (i 1,..., n). Then M is 
called a monomiai over K. We write M= yX where H= (hi, ..., hn) is viewed as a 
vector in the space V = K n. 
Definition. The system S of differential equations: 
yi =f/(y) (i= 1, ..., n), 
Y = (Yi,... ,Yn), ( ' )  = d /dt  
is called a multinomial system if the J~'s are sums of monomials over K, with coef- 
ficients in K. It is going to prove useful to write the multinomiai system S in the 
following vector form: 
r 
S: y=y ~ Cj Y~,  Hj'-(hjl,...,hjn), Cj=(Clj,...,Cnj), 
j=l  
Cj,/-/y ¢ V and r is the number of distinct monomials appearing in the y/--1j~,s. For 
any XeV,  we have 
r n 
(yX). = yX <x, cj) (x, cj)= E xicu. (1) 
j=l  i=1 
Note that formula (1) gives the derivative of every monomial in y including Yi 
(i = 1, ..., n). 
F_munple 1. Let S be as above. Let there exist a vector A in V and r constants 
el, ...,er in K such that the r×r  matrix 
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(e~(Hi+ A), Cj) 
is antisymmetric. Then 
( i , j=l, . . . ,r)  
r 
I= ~ e i y~+A 
i=1 
is an integral of S. For, 
r r 
I= E ei E (Hi+A, Cj) Y~+~+A 
i=l j=l 
= E (ei(Hi +A, Cj)+ej(Hj+A, Ci))Y~+HJ+A=O. 
i<j 
Let n = r and let C1,..., Cr be linearly independent over K. Then we may choose 
A to be a solution of the linear system 
(A, Cj) = ( -H j ,  Cj) ( j=  1, .. . ,r) 
If, in addition, el, ..., er is a nontrivial solution of the linear homogeneous ystem 
ei(Hi-Hj, Cj)+ej(Hj-HI, Ci)=O (l<_i<j<_r), (2) 
then the rx r  matrix (el(Hi+A), Cy)) is antis~metric. Thus if the rank of the 
r(r- 1)/2 × r matrix of the system (2) is less than r, then system (2) has a nontrivial 
solution. This condition is always satisfied when r= 2 and holds for r= 3 if 
I (H1-H , C2) (H2-H 1, C1) 0 1 det (1t1-1-13, C3) 0 (H3-H1, C1) =0. 0 (H2- H3, G) (/-I3-/-12, C~U 
It is noteworthy that a Hamiltonian system, where the Hamiltonian is a sum of 
monomials with constant coefficients, satisfies the antisymmetric condition in each 
degree of freedom. For let the Hamiltonian M be given by 
s 2m 
M= ~ bk yAk, where yAk= ]-[yak., (Y2i=Pi, Y2i_l=q~)" 
k=l i=l 
Then 
Y2i-1 -- ~ --Y2i- l k= l  (Y2/- l Y2i)- 
(i = 1, ..., m) 
O___.MM =Y2i _bkak,2i_ l  yA (y2 /_ lY2 / ) - I  
.,f'2i = OY2i- 1 ffi l 
is the Hamiltonian system. Let yD~ =y~_ I Y~. Then this system has the following 
multinomial form: 
m $ 
Y=Y E E Cik Yx'* 
i=l k=l 
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where 
Hik=Ak-D i and Cik=bk(O,...,O, ak,2i, --ak,2i-l, 0,-.-,0) t 
(the nonzero entries in the vector Cik are in the 2/ -1,  2i positions). 
Since (H/k + Di, C~i)=(Ak, Cu)=bj(ak,2i_ 1 aj,2i-ak,2iaj, 2 i -1 )  we  have 
bk(I'Iik + Di, C U) = bk(ak, C U) = - bj(Aj, Cik ) = - bj(Hi] + Di, Cik). 
Thus the matrix (bk(Itik + D i, CU)) is antisymmetric for each i = 1,..., m and 
m s s 
E E bj YHU+D'=m E bj YAj=mM 
i= l j= l  j= l  
is an integral of the system. 
Example 2. Let S be a multinomial system and let (/4/, Cj)= 0 for all i = 1, ..., s; 
j = i + 1,..., r. Then Y'~ (i = 1,..., s) is contained in an extension by integrals and 
exponentials of integrals. For, (y-H~).= Y-H~(-H1, Cl)Y H~= -(Hi ,  C1). It 
follows that Y~' = 1/(-(Hi ,  COt + k) (k a constant). For any i<_ s, 
i - I  
(Y-~)" = Y -~ ~ (-/-//, Cj)Y~-(/-//, Ci). 
j= l  
Thus, Y -~ is a solution of a first-order linear differential equation with coeffi- 
cients in K(Y ~, ..., Y~-~). 
We assume, hereafter, that S is a multinomial system given by 
r 
~P=y ~ Cj Y~, Y=(Yl, ...,Yn) 
j= l  
where the Hj's are distinct (i.e. H/=Hj implies i =j). We restrict ourselves to in- 
tegrals I which are multinomial (i.e., I=  ]~ffi]ei ya, where the Bi's are distinct 
non-zero elements of V, the ei's belong to K and 1=0). 
Our main objective is to find, for any given positive integer q, all integrals of S 
which are linear combinations of, at most, q monomials. When q = 1 the answer is 
immediate. 
Theorem 1. Let W be the subspace of  V generated by Cl, ..., Cr. Then yB is an in- 
tegral of S if  and only if  B is normal to W. I f  the dimension of  W is s, then the 
system S can I~ reduced to a multinomial system of  order s. 
Proof. By (1) (YB)'"-(YB)~.ff.~I(B, Cj) yI'~-'O if and only if (B,C/)=0 
(j = 1,..., r). Since the dimension of W is s, there exist n -  s linearly independent 
elements of V, B1, ... ,Bn_s which are normal to W. Let Bl, ...,Bn-s, Bn-s+ l, ... ,Bn 
be a basis of V and let 
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yBi= I~ i (i= l,...,n-s), 
Zj (i=n-s+j;j= l,...,s). 
Any  monomial in the y:s can be written as a monomial in the/~'s and the zj's 
(i = I,..., n- s;j = I,..., s). Thus zj (j = I, ..., s) equals a sum of monomials in the 
zj's with coefficients in the field of constants K(/~I, ... ,/~n-s). 
F rom now on we shall assume that q is greater than or equal to 2. 
Let H = {H~,..., Hr} and let T be the set consisting of the set H and the symbol 
(i.e. T=HU {•}). 
Definition. Let A =(Aij) (i= 1, ... ,p; j= 1, ... ,q), Ai jeT, satisfy the following: 
(1) Each row of A contains at least two elements of H. 
(2) Each column of A contains at least one element of H. 
Then A is called a p × q S-array. 
Definition. Let Kj ( j=  1, ..., q) be the j th column of A. K/and Kj are said to be 
linked if there exists k such that Aki, Akj belong to H. Ki and Ky are said to be con- 
nected if there exist Ki:...,Kis such that K/~=K/, K/=Kj  and K/~, Ki,+~ 
(co = 1, ... , s -  1) axe linked. K/e ... ,K/s is called a connection for K~, Kj. 
We note that the property of being connected is an equivalence relation on the 
set (K~,...,Kq) and they, therefore, are a disjoint union of connected columns. 
Definition. Two p × q S-arrays are similar, if one can be obtained from the other 
by an interchange of rows and or columns. 
Lemma. Every p × q S-array A is similar to a p × q S-array A '  in block form, the 
blocks being situated along the main diagonal of  A',  each block is a connected S- 
I array and outside the blocks each Aij=f3. 
Proof. Let the equivalence class of the first column of A consist of q~ columns. By 
an interchange of columns we can place them in the first ql columns of A' .  If any 
row in these ql columns contains an element of H, then in the remaining q -  q~ col- 
umns, this row has all its elements equal to ~, for no other column is connected to 
the first q~ columns. By property (1) each row in these ql columns of A contains 
at least two elements of H. Let there be p] rows with this property. By an inter- 
change of rows we may move them all to the top of the S-array A '  to form the first 
block on the main diagonal of A' .  Continuing in this manner we obtain A '  in block 
form. 
As we shall see later, each connected Pi × qi S-array (subject o additional condi- 
tions) determines an integral of S which is a linear combination of qi monomials. 
To the similarity class of  A corresponds an integral of length q which is a sum of 
the integrals corresponding to the individual blocks. 
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Definition. Let A be a connected p x q S-array. A is called a p x q integral S-array 
if A satisfies the following eight additional conditions: 
(3) Aij=Aik and j , k  implies Aij=O. 
(4) Ao=Akj and i , k  implies Aij=~. 
(5) Let Aij, Aik belong to H. Then Aij-Aik=Ljk O.e., Ljk is independent of i). 
• "" ~ ~o = l Loj. o, + 1- Then (6) Let Ki,, ,K is be a connection for K/, Kj and let L 0 = s-1
L o is independent of the connection. 
(7) If Ho, does not appear in K/and does not appear in Kj, then (L O, Co)= O. 
(8) Let (Lij, Co,)= 0. Then either Ho, appears in both Ki and Kj or in neither. 
(9) There exist k ick  (i= 1, ...,p) such that the rank of the pxq matrix M(A) is 
q -  1, where M(A)= (toO) and 
0 if A o = O, 
m 0 = (Lbj, Co) if Aij = Ho, does not appear in Kb, 
I, kb + (Llj, Co,) if Aij=Abl =Ho, and Ho, appears in every column. 
(10) The rank of the augmented matrix (Cy, aj) (j = 1,..., r) equals the rank of 
the matrix (Cy) where 
I 0 if/-/y does not appear in K1, aj= rail if Hj =All. 
Example 3 
J)l =Yl (Yl I Y2), 
& =Y2(- mYl Y- 1 Y53)'2 
.);'3 -" y3 (y~- 1 y4), 
S: 
y4= y4(-my3y;~ y;3), 
-2  -2  ys=ys(Y~YeY5 +y3Y4Ys ), 
HI=( -  1, 1, 0, 0, 0), 
H2=(1 , -  1, 0, 0, -3), 
H3 =(0, 0, - 1, 1, 0), 
H4=(0, 0, 1 , -1 , -3 ) ,  
/-/5=(1, 1, 0, 0, -2),  
/ /6=(0 ,0 ,1 ,1 , -2 ) ,  
CI =(1, 0, 0, 0, 0). 
C2 = (0, -m,  0, 0, 0). 
C3=(0, 0, 1, 0, 0). 
G=(0,  0, 0 , -m,  0). 
C5=(0, 0, 0, 0, D. 
C6-(0, 0, 0, 0, 1). 
The field of constants K = R(m), where R is the field of real numbers and m is 
a transcendental constant over R. 
This system has three integral S-arrays, one 2 x 2 and two 2 x 3. 
(a) 
H3 
{(L21, Cl) 
M(A)= \(L21, (74) 
L12=H1-H3=H4-H2=( - 1, 1, 1, - 1, 0), 
(L12, C6) = (Ll2, C5) =0, 
(L12, C3)~=( 1 1 ) 
(L12, C2) ] -m -m 
The au~ented matrix (Cy, aj) ( j= 1, ..., 6) is 
is of  rank one. 
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~1 0 
0 -m 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
._0 0 
and has rank 5 = rank 
(b) Let 
Also,  
0 0 0 1- 
0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
0 -m 0 -m 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 
of (Cj) ( j  = 1, ..., 6). Thus, A is a 2 x 2 integral array of S. 
H4 H6 ' 
LI2 = LI3 + L32 = (H  2 - H 5) + (H  6 - H4), 
/-13 = (0, --2, 0, 0, - 1), 
L32 = (0, 0, 0, 2, 1), 
LI2=(0, -2 ,  0, 2, 0). 
(L12, Ci)=0 
(/-13, q )=o 
(/-32, q )  -" 0 
M(A)= ((L2~ C2) 
i f j= l ,  3, 5, 6, 
i f j= l ,  3,4, 
i f j= l ,  2, 3. 
0 
(/-12, C4) 
(L,3, Cs) '~=(-2m 0 -~)  
(Ll3, C6)J - 2m " 
Thus, rank of M(A) is 2 = q -  1 and rank of augmented matrix (Cj, aj), (where 
a2 = -2m, aj=O if j=  1, 3, 4, 5, 6), is 5 which equals rank of the matrix (Cy) 
(j = 1,..., 6). Thus, A is a 2 × 3 integral S-array. 
(c) Let 
A= //3 H6 ' 
(L12 , Cj) -- 0 
(/.,3, ~)=0 
(L32, Cj)=0 
L I3=HI-H5=(-2,  0, O, O, 2), 
L32 = H6- H3 = (O, O, 2, 0, -2) ,  
LI2 = LI3 + L32 = ( - 2, O, 2, O, 0). 
i f j=2 ,  4, 5, 6, 
i f j=2 ,  3, 4, 
i f j= l ,  2,4. 
(I.,2, c3) (L~3, c6)} 2 
and rank of M(A) equals 2 = q -  1. Also, rank of augmented matrix (C), aj) (where 
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al =2 and aj=O if j=2,  3, 4, 5, 6) is 5 = rank of (Cy) ( j=  1, ...,6). Thus, A is a 2x3  
integral S-array. 
q yB~ where Bl is a Theorem 2. Let A be a p x q integral S-array. Let I= ~.j= 1 dj 
solution o f  the linear system: (Bl, Cj)=aj ( j= 1, ...,r) (the linear system has solu- 
tions, since rank of  (Cj, ay)=rank of  (Cj)) and Bj=BI + Lt/ ( j= 1, ...,q) and let dj 
(j  = 1, ..., q) be a nontrivial solution of  the homogeneous linear equations: 
q 
djmu=0 (i= 1,...,p), (mij)=M(A). 
j= l  
(This system has non-trivial solution, because rank of  M(A) is less than q.) 
Then I is an integral of  S. If, in addition, no q -  1 columns of  M(A) are linearly 
dependent over K, then: 
(a) I'[~=l dj:~O. 
(b) Let J= Y.~=l ej Y~ be an integral of S, where Ej, ej ( j= 1, ...,q) are derived 
as above, then: J=cyLI ,  where c is an element of  K and L is normal to W (W is 
as in Theorem 1). 
Proof. We, first, show that if Ho, does not appear in some Kj, then (Bj, Co,)= O. 
For, either Ho, appears in Kl or does not. If Ho, appears in K1 and j~: 1, let 
Ail = Ho,. Then 
(By, C~o ) = (B 1 + LIj, C w) = (81, Coo) + (LIj, Cm) 
= a~ + (L v, C~)=m~l+(L v, C~) 
=(Lj~, Cw)+(LIj, C~)=(Lj~ +Lv, Co,) = 0 
(a,o = mil, Co,) by properties (10), (9) of integral arrays). If Ho, does not appear in 
K~, then 
(By, C~,)=(B~+ L v, Cw)= (B~, C~)+ (L v, Co,)=a~+ (L v, C~)=0 
(by property (7) (Llj, Co,)= 0 and ao, = 0 by definition of ao, in property (10)). 
We now show that Bj+Aij=Bk+Aik=Di, provided A U, A/k~e~ (i= 1,...,p; 
L k = 1,..., q). For 
Bj+ Au=BI + LIj+ Aij= B1 + LIk + LI j -  LIk + Aij 
= Bk-(LjI + LIk) + Au= Bk + Lkj+ Aij= Bk + Aik. 
We can now show that I is an integral of S. For, by formula (1) 
q r 
"[:j=~l dj k~__ 1 (Bj, Ok) Y B'i+ Ht 
and since (By, Ck)= 0 if Hk does not appear in Kj, we may write 
q p 
l":j--~l djffi~] (Bj, C(~4ij)) Y~+ Au-" i=1 
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where C(Ao)= Co, if Aij = Ho, and C(Aij)= 0 if Aij = O. It follows that 1= 0 if (dj) 
( j  = 1,.. . ,  q) is a solution of the linear system 
q 
dj(Bj, C(Aij))=O (i'- 1, . . . ,p ) .  
j=l 
It remains to show that (Bj, C(Aij)) = mij (i = 1,... ,p; j = 1,..., q). First, let j = 1 
and Aij=Ho,. Then (Bl, Co,)=ao, = rail (by definition of By). For any j greater 
than one and less than or equal to q let Aiy=Ho,. Then (Bj, Co,)= (Bl +Llj, Co,)= 
(Bi, Co,)+(Llj, Co,). If Ho, does not appear in KI, then (B 1, Co,)=ao,=O and 
(Llj, Co,)=mij (by definition of mij). Suppose Ho, does appear in KI, but 
there exists p such that Ho, does not appear in Kp, then (BI, Co,)=ao,=m~l = 
(L~l, Co,). Thus, (Bj, Co,)=(L~I, Co,)+(LIj, Co,)=(LBj, Co,)=mij. Finally, let Ho, 
appear in every column. Then (Bj, Co,)=(B1, Co,) + (Llj, Co,)=ao,+ (Llj, Co,)= 
rob1 + (LIj , Co,) = k b + (LIj, C~) = mij (aw = mbl if Hoj =Abl ). Hence 
q q 
E dj(Bj, C(Aij))= ~ djmiy=O (i= 1, . . . ,p )  
j=l j=l 
has a non-trivial solution if rank of M(A) is less than q which is guaranteed by pro- 
petty (9). 
To prove (a), we note that the vanishing of one of the dj's implies linear 
dependence among the remaining columns of (mu), contrary to hypothesis. Also, 
the difference L of any two solutions of the system: 
(X, Cj)=aj ( j= 1, ... ,r) 
must satisfy the system 
(L, Cj) = O ( j= 1, ... , r). 
Thus L is normal to W and E= B + L and since rank of M(A) is q -  1, we have 
(el,..., eq) = c(dl,... ,  d¢), c belonging to K. 
Example 4. The system S, in Example 3, was shown to have three integral arrays. 
By Theorem 2, S has three integrals corresponding to these arrays: 
H,) / 1 '  ) (a) A ffi - H1 H3 ' M(A)= -m 
H4 ) - / 'n  " 
The system of equations (1t 1, Cj)=aj (j = 1, ..., 6), has unique solution 
Bl = (1, 0, 0, 1, 0), 
The equations 
I dl+d =0, mdl+ rod2 = 0 
B2=BI+L12=BI+H1-H3=(O, 1, 1, 0,0). 
yield d2-- -(/1. Thus 
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I= c(Y  Bt - yB2) = c(Yl )'4-Y2Y3). 
(~/2 fl ) ( -2m O -11) H5 M(A)= 
(b) A= //4 //6 ' 0 -2m 
The system of equations (BI, Cj)=aj (j = 1,..., 6), has unique solution 
BI =(0, 2, 0, 0, 0), B2=Bl+LI2=(O,O,O, 2,0), 
B3=B 1 +L13 = (0, 0, 0, 0, - 1). 
The equations 
[ - 2mdl - d3 = O, 
- 2md2 - d3 = O 
yield d2=dl, 6= - 2md~. Thus 
(c) 
! = c(yBI + r~ _ 2m YB3) = c( ~ + ~ - 2my 51). 
(HI  fl Hs) M(A)=(20 0 22) 
A= H 3 H 6 ' 2 " 
The equations 
I 2dl + 2,/3 = O, 2d2+2d3=0 
yield d2 = dl= - d3. The system of equations (B 1, Cj) = aj ( j  = 1,..., 6) has unique 
solution 
B1=(2, 0, 0, 0, 0 ) , B2=(0, 0, 2, 0, 0), B3 =(0, 0, 0, 0, 2). 
Thus I= c(y~l + Y~3 - Y~5)" 
Example 5. Let S be given by j'=Y(CI yi-I~ +(72 Yn~+C3 yIIo, subject to the 
following (a) C1 + (72 + C3 = 0, (b) (Hi, Ci) = 0 (i = 1, 2, 3). Then S has n - 2 integrals 
of the form yB where B is normal to W (Theorem 1) and one additional integral 
by using an integral array as follows: 
A = 0 , M(A)= (+,.C3) 0 (+3, G 
/'/3 (H2, (73) (/'/3, C-2)~ 
(in M(A) we have made use of the relations (/'/i, Ci) =0, e.g., (L2t, C2)= 
(Hi -/ /2, C2)= (Hi, C2)). Since the sum of the rows of M(A) equals zero, rank of 
M(A)  is two, also rank of augmented matrix (Cj, aj) (j  = 1, 2, 3) is two which is the 
rank of (Cj). Thus A is a 3 × 3 integral S-array. B1 is a solution of the system 
(B1, G)=a l  =0, (BI, C2)=a2=(HI, C2), (BI, C3)=a3=(HI, CD. BI=H1 is, clearly, 
a solution of this system. 
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Thus l=dt 
(i= 1, 2, 3), 
B2 = BI + Lt2 f Bt + H2-  Ht = H2, 
B3 = Bt +L13 = Bt +/'/3 - Ht =1"13. 
Y~' +d2 Yn2+d3 yH3, where (dl, d2, d3) is solution of Y.3=t djrnu=0 
where (rnij)= M(A). Solving this system we obtain 
I=(/./2, Ct)(H3 ' C1 ) yH~ _(Ht ' C2)(H3 ' Ct ) yH2_(HI, C3)(H2 ' CI ) yH3. 
Example 6. Let/-/y = E+jD and let the dimension of W be r. Then the system 
r 
S: y=y ~. Cj YW (Y=Yl,...,Yn), n>_r, 
j=l 
has n -  1 integrals. For, letA =(Au) (i= 1, . . . , r -  1 ; j= 1, 2) be a ( r -  1)×2 S-array, 
where Ail =/'/i+t, A~2=H/• Then L12 equals D and A possesses properties (1)-(8). 
For A to possess property (9), we must have rank of M(A) = 1, where M(A) = (mu), 
mit=ki (i= 1, . . . , r -2) ,  mz2=ki_t+(D, Ci) (i=2, . . . , r -  1), mr-t, 1 = -(D, Cr) and 
m12 = (D, Ct). The condition rank of M(A)= 1 yields the following relations: 
i- I  
(D, Ct) i -t  ki=ki+ ~. (D, ct)J-t(D, Cj+l)kl - j  ( i=2 , . . . , r -2 ) ,  
j f t  
r-2 
( -D ,  ct)r-2(D, Cr) r-I f~ ~l.r-j-t =k t + ~ (D, cI)J-I(D, ~j+l,,~t . 
j=l 
Thus for M(A) to be of rank one, kl must be a solution of 
r-1 
P(X) ---Xr-I -i" E (D, Cl)J-I(D, Cj+l)xr-j- l=o. 
j=l 
Also, rank of augmented matrix (Cj, aj) equals rank of (Cj)= r (j = 1, ..., r), where 
al=0, aj=kj_l ( j=2 , . . . , r -2 ) ,  ar_l=(-D, Cr) and A possesses property (10). 
Hence, for each solution of P(x) = 0, there exists a ( r -  1) x 2 integral S-array and 
by Theorem 2, S has r -  1 binomial integrals, provided the discriminant of P(x) is 
not zero. By Theorem 1, S has n -  r additional monomial integrals for a total of 
n -  1 integrals. 
In the construction of the integrals of S we have tacitly assumed that the roots 
of P(x) are in K. We shall, therefore, assume in this and the next example that K 
is algebraically closed. 
Let A be a q × q integral S-array and let there exist a vector E = ~ which appears 
in every column of A. By property (9), the condition that rank of M(A) is q -  1, 
requires that kb be a root of a polynomial equation P(x)= 0 of degree q -  1. 
The number of integrals of S, determined by A, equals the number of distinct 
roots of P(x). Let A be a q × q integral S-array having this property. Then by an 
interchange of rows and columns we can make Aii=E (i= 1, ..., q). Let Lj, y+ 1 =Dj. 
Then by property (6) 
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J J 
Ai, i+j =E+ ~ Di+#-l, Ai, i-j=E - ~ Di-# 
,B=I #=1 
(i=l,...,q;j=l,...,q-i), provided they do not equal ft. It follows that 
Ai, i+j+Ai+zi=2E, if neither equals ft. However, given a system S it may be dif- 
ficult to recognize if the system has such an integral array. In the following example 
we give sufficient conditions for the existence of such an array. 
Example 7. Let S satisfy the following: 
(a) ~,~-~Dj=O, where Dj=Hj-Hr ( j= l , . . . , r -1 ) .  
(b) (Di, Ca,)=Oiffco~i,i+ 1,r( i= 1, . . . , r -2 )  and (Dr_ l, Coo) = 0 iff co~ 1, r -  1, r. 
(c) The discriminant of the polynomial 
r-l(x ((jp~=lop)Cr) ) r-I P(x)=x l-I + , + I-I (-Di, Ci) is not zero. 
j=2 1 i=1 
(d) Dimension of W is r. 
Then S has r -  1 integrals corresponding to a single integral array A, where A is as 
follows: A=(Aij), Aii=Hr ( i= l , . . . , r - l ) ,  Ai+Li=Hi ( i= l , . . . , r -2 ) ,  ALr_I= 
Hr- 1 and Aij = fl in all other places. A is a (r - 1) x ( r -  1) S-array satisfying proper- 
ties (1)-(5). To show that A satisfies property (6), we note that each column is linked 
only to its adjacent columns and the last column is linked to the first one, so that 
the linkages form a complete simple cycle. For any i, j there are only two possible 
connections between K/and Kj and 
j - I  j - I  r - I  i -1 r - I  
L,j= E Lp, p+,= EDp= E Dp- E D#- EDp 
#=i #=i ,8=1 •=1 /~=j 
2 j+ l  
=o+ E E 
#=i #=l 
(0 is identified with r -1 ) .  Thus Lij is independent of the connection. Properties 
(7), (8) are guaranteed by condition (b). Now, M(A)=(miy), where mjj= 
j - I  k+(Llj, Cr)=k+((~#flD#), Cr), mj+l,j=(-Dj, Cj), ml, r_l=(-Dr_l, Cr-l) and 
miy = 0, everywhere lse. For A to possess property (9) the determinant of M(A) 
must be zero, i.e., if and only if k is a solution of P(x) = 0. Also, A possesses proper- 
ty (10) since by (d) C1, ..., Cr are linearly independent. By Theorem 2, A defines an 
integral of S for each root k of P(x)= 0 and since, by (c), P(x) has r -  1 distinct 
roots, A determines r -  1 integrals of S. 
Example 8. Let S be the Hamiltonian system of Example 1: 
m $ 
y=yE E CikY iffil k=l 
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obtained from the Hamiltonian M=~Skf lekY A'. Since nik+Di=Ak (i= 
1, ...,re;k= 1, ...,s), the array A = (H/k) t is a good candidate for an s by m integral 
array corresponding to an integral I of the form I= ~ t, m i db yOb. Differentiating I 
we get 
m m $ 
1= E db E E (Db, Cik)Y 
b- -1  i= lk=l  
m m $ 
= E db ~ E Jbiek(ak.2i--ak,2i-1)YAt (jb= 1 
b=l i=lk=l 
m $ 
-XE  
i= lk=l  
ek di(ak, 2i-- ak, 2/-I) yak  
if i= b, is zero otherwise) 
$ m 
= ~ ek ~ di(ak,2i--ak,2i-l) YAt. 
k=l i=1 
If the rank of the s by m matrix (ak,2i--ak,2i_l) is p and p is less than m, then the 
system of linear homogeneous equations: 
m 
(ak,2i--ak,2i_l)di=O (k= 1, ...,s) 
iffil 
has m -p  independent solutions which yields m -p  integrals of S in addition to M. 
Theorem 3. Let I= E~= I dB yBp be an integral of the system 
r 
S: .V=Y E Cj Y~ (Y=Yl,...,Yn). 
j r1  
Let the following hold: 
(a) l'[~ffis d#~O. 
(b) I f  J= ~ ¢#= l e# yap is an integral of S, then J= cI (c e K). 
Then there exists a p x q integral array A such that: 
(1) rank of M(A)=(m~i) s q -  1. 
(2) Bl is a solution of the linearsystem of equations (B1, Cy) = ay ( j=  1, ...,r) and 
B# = B~ + L~# (# = 2, ..., q). 
(3) dl, ...,dq satisfies the homogeneous linear system ~qffi, mody=O (i= I, ...,p), 
where (me), ay are as defined in properties (9), (I0) of integral arrays. 
Proof.  Since I is an integral of S, we have 
q r 
1- E dp E (Bp, Cj)YB'÷x'=0. 
~ffil jffi! 
Let QB be the set of all Ho, in H such that (Bp, Co~)~ . Let the number of distinct 
vectors appearing in the set (Bp +/-/y) (p = 1, ..., q;j = 1, ... ,  r) be p and let these vec- 
tors be denoted by El,. . . ,Ep. Combining all the coefficients of Ei we obtain 
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I=F, 
i=1 ~,=1 
dp(Bp, C(,4ip))) YE'=o, 
where Aip=Ho,, C(Aip)=C,o if H~o is an element of Qp and H~o+Bp=E i, Aip=fh, 
C(Aip) = 0 if no such Ha, exists. Let A = (,4//) (i= 1, ... ,p;j= 1, ..., q). Since the E/'s 
are distinct, dl,..., dq must satisfy the homogeneous linear system 
q 
dj(Bj, =0 
j f l  
(i= 1, ...,p). (3) 
We now show that A is a p x q integral array of S. It is clear from the deirmition 
of A that at least two elements of each row of A are elements of H and condition 
(b) implies that each column of A contains at least one element of H. This shows 
that A possesses properties (1) and (2). To show that A is connected, we may assume 
without loss of generality that A is in block form and that the first connected block 
has Pl rows and ql columns. It follows from (3) that all, ..., d¢~ satisfy the linear 
system 
ql 
~, dj(Bj, C(Aij))=O (i= 1, ...,p), 
j= l  
and that J=  qz ~,j= 1 dj yBj is an integral of S, contradicting (c). Hence Pl =P and 
ql =q. 
Since Bj+Ao=Bk+Aik=E i if neither Aij nor Aik is 0, A 0 can not equal Aik. This 
shows that A satisfies (3), a similar argument shows that A satisfies (4). To show 
that A satisfies (5) and (6), we note that Lij = Bj-B i which is independent of the 
row or of the connection. Also, if Ha, appears neither in the ith column nor in 
the jth column, then H~o belongs neither to Qi nor to Qj thus (L~j, Coj)= 
(Bj-B i, Co~)=0. Conversely, if (L U, Co~)=0 and Hco belongs to Qi, then 
(Bj-Bi, Co~)= 0 implies (Bj, Co~)~0. Therefore, Ho~ belongs to both Qi and 9_4. 
This proves properties (7) and (8) of integral arrays. To prove property (9), we 
first show that M(A)=(mu)=(B j, C(Au)). For, if A~j=0, then CO, j )=0 and 
(Bj, COij))=O=mu. Let Aij=Ho~ and let there exist k such that H~o does not 
belong to Qk, then (Bj, COij))=(Bj, Co~)=(Bj, C~)-(Bk, Ca,)=(Bj-Bb Co~) = 
(Lij, C~,)=m~j. Finally, let AU=H ~, let Hoj appear in each column of A, let Abl = 
He and let (BI, C(Abl))=kb. Then (Bj, C(AU))=(B j, C~)=(Bj-B1, Cco)+(Bl, Co~) = 
(LIj, Coj)+kb=mij. Thus ((By, C(AU)))=(mij)=M(A ) and dl,...,d¢, by (3), is a 
non-trivial solution of the system ~ffi i mu dj = 0 (i = l , . . . ,p).  This impfies rank of 
M(A) is less than q, complying with property (9) of integral arrays. This also proves 
conclusions (2) and (3) and conclusion (2), in turn, shows that rank of augmented 
matrix (Cj, aj) equals rank of (Cj) ( j  = 1, ..., r), so that A possesses property (10) 
and A is an integral array. To prove that rank of M(A) equals q -  1, we note that 
rank of M(A) is less than q -  1 implies the existence of a non-trivial solution of the 
system (3) with at least one of the dj's being zero, contradicting conditions (b) and 
(c). Thus rank of M(A) equals q -1 .  
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Let T be a system of differential equations given by yi=~(y) (i= 1, ..., n), 
Y=(Yl ,  .'.,Yn), where each J~(y) is a linear combination of monomials in Yl,-",Yn 
and a finite number of dements P~, ...,/~s*, each P/ is a linear combination of 
monomials in y and the l/i's belong to K (e.g., /~1~=(~+2Y2) - l ,  
/~2 =(y~l +y~2)1/2). Since T is not a multinomial system, we can not apply our 
method to find integrals of T. However, we may set Pi=Yn+i (i= 1, ...,s) and com- 
pute )~n + i as a linear combination of monomials in Yl,...,Yn, Yn + l , '",Yn +s and thus 
obtain a new system S in n + s variables which is multinomial. Since the system T 
can be obtained from the system S by specializing the s constants Pi-Yn +i to zero, 
every multinomial integral of S which is a multinomial in T is a constant of T. In 
this manner some integrals of T can be obtained by computing the integrals of S. 
Example 9. Let T be the central force problem given by: 
= _ mx/r  3, ~ = _ my/r  3, x 2 + y2 = r 2" 
If we set X=Yl, -~=Y2, Y=Y3, Y=Y4, r=Y5, r=Y5=YlYEY51 +737475 1,we get the 
system S of Example 3 which is given in multinomial form. S has 3 integrals: 
II=YlY4--Y2Ya, I2=Y~2 +Y~4-2my; l, I3=Y~l +~-~.  
/1, 12 are, clearly, integrals of T, while 13 specializes to zero in T. T, however, has 
two additional integrals which are not integrals of S: 
Jl = Il y2 + rny3 y~ 1, J2 = Il y4 - my3 y~ 1, 
where j2 + j2=i212+ m 2 (see [1, p. 178]). There are no integral arrays correspon- 
ding to J~, J2. For if there were, then by Theorem 2, Jl, J2 would also be integrals 
of S, which they are not. 
Let S be the multinomial system: 
r 
y=y ~ Cj yH~. 
j=l 
We are going to show how to find all integrals of S which are linear combinations 
of two monomials (q = 2). 
Let El, ...,Es be the distinct differences/-//-/-/j (1 <_i<j<r). For each E~ let Zo, 
be the set of pairs (Hi, Hi) with Hi-Hj=EO, and let eo, denote the number of 
elements in 27o, (so that Y.s = leo, = r 2 - r ) .  Let A o, be the subspace of V which is 
normal to Eo,. Consider any index co such that the following two conditions are 
satisfied: 
(a) Ci belongs to Ao, if H/ is  not one of the vectors appearing in any of the 
ordered pairs of Zo,. 
(b) If Ci belongs to Ao, and/'/i,/'/y belong to Zo,, then there exists k such that 
(Hk, H/) belongs to Zo,. 
For any such to let Ao, =(All, A,~) (i= 1, ...,eo,) denote an eo, by 2 array the rows 
of which are the elements of 2'o,. Then LI2 of Ao, equals Eo, and Ao, is an S array 
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possessing properties (1)-(8). If in addition rank of M(Aa,) is one and rank of 
augmented matrix (Cj, aj) equals rank of (Cj) ( j -  1, ..., r), then and only then is 
Ao~ an eo~ by 2 integral S-array. We can then use Theorem 2 to construct a binomial 
integral of S. We note that there are only s/2 sets to check for integral arrays for, 
if the ordered pairs of ~1 are in reverse order of the pairs in ~2, then 2;1 and 2;2 
determine the same integral with the order of the binomial reversed. By Theorem 
3, this procedure will yield all the binomial integrals of S. 
We have just seen that in a p × 2 integral array of S, p = e where e= max(eoj) 
(~o=l,.. . ,s). This, in fact, is a special case of the more general result that 
p<_eq(q- 1)/2. For, let A be ap  × q integral array of S and let a# equal the number 
of links between the ith and flh columns (l<_i<j<_q). Clearly, p<_,~i, ja~j 
(1 _< i<j<_q), because ach row of A provides at least one link. Also, the ordered 
pairs defined by the links of the ith and flh columns form a subset of some Zo~ with 
E~ - Lij. Thus aij <- eo~ <- e, and 
p <- max(aij)q(q - 1)/2_< eq(q - 1)/2. 
The following are some useful ideas which are helpful in the construction of in- 
tegral arrays. 
(a) When p -  q -  1, property (9) is automatically satisfied. 
(b) When C~, ..., C, are linearly independent over K, property (10) is automatical- 
ly satisfied. 
(c) If Cj = kCi (k ~ 0), then any column which contains H/contains Hj. For, let 
/-//belong to column m. Then (Bs, Ci)~O, and (Bs, Cj)=k(Bm, Ci)¢:O, thus Hj 
also belongs to column m. This is illustrated by Examples 4(b), 4(c), since Cs-  C6, 
/-/5 and/-/6 both appear in the third column of A. 
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